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The Saddle Point Theorem of Kuhn and Tucker 
in Ordered Vector Spaces 
JOCHERI ZO\VE 
In this paper we consider a convex programming problem over ordered 
vector spaces. The problem has as objective function a convex function of a 
real vector space S into an order complete vector lattice I-; the feasible 
domain is given by a finite number of linear equations and comes inequalities 
over order vector spaces IVj. Necessary and sufficient optimality conditions 
are given in the form of statements about a saddle point of a Lagrangian 
function, associated with our problem. Our statements are a direct extension 
of the well-known saddle point theorem of Kuhn and Tucker [4]. 
Results similar to ours have been obtained b! Ritter [6. 71 under the 
hypothesis that .Y and I, are ordered Banach spaces. that I* is an ordered 
reflesive Banach space and that the considered functions are continuousI\- 
differentiable. Our approach avoids these topological assumptions and makes 
instead use of the order completeness of I’. This emphasizes the order 
theoretical aspect of the saddle point theorem and leads tn a rather self- 
contained approach. 
The central part of our paper is the study of linear equations and convcs 
inequalities over ordered vector spaces. The saddle point theorem will be an 
easy consequence of this. 
I. FORhIULhTIoN OF THE PROBLEM, DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Throughout the following let -1.. I’, I-, ,..., I-,,, , I-,,,+l ,..., I,,,,.,, be topo- 
logical x-ector spaces over the field of real numbers. It is assumed that the 
topologies of I’, ,..., I-,,+, are locally convex and separated. By I’,‘,..., I’,‘,,,,, 
we denote the corresponding topological dual spaces and by ,‘-, the canon- 
ical bilinear forms of the dualities (ITi, I-;‘), i = I,..., nz + n. 
Moreover, we aSsume that I-, ,..., I’,, are ordered c-ector spaces (the same 
order symbol 2 is used for all orderings) with the positive cone Ci = 
{J, E I’, ! r’; “I 01, i = I ,..., VZ. Then J, ‘I J, for J-j , I, E I*; is equivalent to 
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.“, - J, t C’, If .\‘, - J, is an interior point of C’, we write .\‘, J’, H!. 
definition of an ordered wctor space 
c’, n -C, = 101, c, + C’, c (: , AC’, c c; 
for all nonnegative real A. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that 1. is an order complete vector luttke with the 
positive cone C, i.e., I’ is an ordered vector space, inf(lc, 2,) esists for all 
u, PI E 1-, and for each nonemptv subset I3 of 1. such that B is order-bounded 
from helow. inf B exists. As order complete vector lattice I- is .-lrchimedean 
ordered, i.e.. we haw -I’ 0 whenever NV 7 for some \’ c I’ and all natural 
numbers n. 
Let f’: dom( j) - I- and fl: dom(f,) + J.;, i = I,..., m, be given convex 
functions with dam(j) and dom(fi) contained in .Y. Here f, for instance, is 
called a cowz’es function, if dam(f) is a convex subset of .r( and if for all 
.Y , , .Q E dom( 1‘) and real A, 0 ,\ I. 
.f‘(A.Q + (I - A) .Yn) I.. ,\f(.q) + (I - ,\)f(.$). 
The common domain of definition of f, f, ,..., f,,, is denoted b!. D, i.e., 
D = dom( .f) n ( h dom(f,)) . 
,=I 
Furthermore, let f,,,+;: _ --f J.,,,,, , j = I ,..., n, be given linear functions. 
The functions f f .\f , , ,. ., ,,,+n define a cotwe.\ programming problem over the 
order complete vector lattice I-, which will be referred to as the minimization 
problem (RIP): 
minimizef’(s) subject to s E D, fi(s) :. 0 and 
f,,,+,(x) = 0 for i = I ,..., m and j = I ,..., n. 
A point .? E D, satisfying ft(.i’) S: 0, i = I~...~ m, and f,,,+j(S) = 0, 
j = I )...) n, is said to be an optimnl sokion of the minimization problem 
(hIP), if 
j(.t) = min{ f‘(s) 1 .V E D,fi(x) ::. 0, i = I 1 .. . . m,f,, +i(s) = 0,~’ = I ,..., nI. 
To associate a Lagrangian function with problem (NIP), denote b! 
L, = L(Z’, , I’), k = I,..., m + n, the space of all linear mappings of 1, into 
J- and bv Zk = Ip( I, 1 I-), k = I ,..., nr + n, the space of all continuous 
linear mappings of Ier into 1.. Furthermore. call an element TEL,. . 
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k = I ,...( m, posihe, if T maps C, into C, T(C,) C c’. Then defme as 
Lagrangiun function of problem (RIP) 
where s E D, T, E L, for k = I ,..., 111 + 1~ and T, is positive for k = I ,..., ~1. 
The function& maps a subset dom(dJ of the product space S , L, :% “. \: 
L ,,,+,1 into I’. U’e say that (.?, F, ,..., p,,,+,Z) E dom(+,) is a saddle point 
ofd,, if 
&(.t, T, ,...I T,,,,,,) r.. ‘b&t, F, t..., T,,,,,,) : #+‘l T, j...t Fm+v) (2) 
for all s E D and all TA E L, , K = I . . . . . m + rr, with T,. positive for 
k = I,.... 111. 
If fv f, I...lfil,+ll are continuous functions, it is reasonable to allow onI!- 
continuous linear mappings T, in definition (I). By4, we denote the Lagran- 
gian function when L, is replaced by Yk in (I). A point (.?, pi ,..., T,,,+.,i) E 
dom(dy) is called a saddle point of dv , if (3) holds with L, replaced 
hy Fk. 
In the following we will derive necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
optimal solution of program (nw) in the form of a statement about a saddle 
point of +L or +r , respectiveI!-. 
In case .Y is a finite-dimensional Euclidean space and I-, I-, ,..., I,,,,, 
is the one-dimensional Euclidean space, definitions (I) and (2) are just the 
standard definition of the Lagrangian function 4, associated with (RIP), and 
of a saddle point of 4. Hence, our theorems will contain the theorem of 
Kuhn and Tucker as a special case. 
In Section 2 we will show the trivial part that the esistence of a saddle 
point ensures the existence of an optimal solution to the minimization problem 
(my. 
The main step for the proof of the converse direction will he the study of 
linear equations and comes inequalities, stemming from the functions 
f,fi v-J,.,+,, . This is done in Sections 3 and 4. Our main result, Theorem 3, 
generalizes some statements, well known for real-valued functions f. fi ,..., 
f f,<fR . Xs an easy corollary- we get an extension of Farkas’ lemma, tvhich 
covers the case of homogeneous and nonhomogeneous systems of linear 
inequalities over ordered vector spaces. 
In Section 5 we apply the result of Section 3 and 4 to demonstrate that the 
esistence of an optimal solution ensures the esistence of a saddle point, 
provided a constraint qualification is met, which is similar to that given b! 
Llzawa. 
2. SUFFIC~ENCT OF A SADDLE POINT 
For this section no con\-exit! properties ofj,fi ,...,j,,, are required. Furthvt - 
more, it is sufficient that J. is an ordered vector space and that C’ contains 
elements different from zero. (This holds trivia+, if 1. is a vector 1atticr.j 
The following theorem is not new (see [7. Theorem 3.41). For completeness. 
WC include a proof. 
THEOREM I. Consider the minimization problem (RIP). .!iuppose he positk,e 
cones C, ,. . . , C,,, are closed. If (.?, ?; ,.. ., ‘T#,,. +,,) is a saddle point of dy then .? is an 
optimal solution of ply. . 
Proof. \Ve have. for all s E D and all T,: E JZ’,, , k : I ,..., IN + II, with Ti, 
positive for k = I ,...? ?tI. 
I#, + II 111 + I! 11, +r< 
f(s) + 2 T, .:f&) f(.t) + x Tk ‘- .fJi) ,.. j(s) + 1 T,; :,.f&). (3) 
/.=I 6=, I=1 
If we fix k E ;I ,..., m + tt) and choose T, = T, for j G k, then the first 
inequality in (3) shows 
T, : f&c) ‘. F;. : f&t) 
where T, is positive if I _. k I ; tn. 
for each T, E 2:. (4) 
Now assume that fJ.?) $ -c’, and kc {I*..., m;. Since Iv, is a separated 
locally comes space, the compact convex set [fk(.?)) and the closed comer 
set -C, can be strictly separated b\- a closed hvperplane (see, for instance, 
[8. Chap. II, 9.21). Hence we have, \vith a suitable-? E I-,‘. 
Since C, is a cone‘ we see C,. , ,i;” 0 and thus cy : = ,, fJ.?), J.’ 0. 
Now choose some j’,, E I’, jr,, 0 but jvU = 0, and define a linear mapping 
7;; of I‘, into I- b!- 
By construction, T, is positi\,e and continuous. It follows from (4) and the 
definition of T, that 
hence Tk zfk(.?) :“ 0 and T”,. -,f;J.?) = 0. Since the above inequality holds for 
all J’,, 0 \sith.v,, - 0, we can take \‘,, = 2Fj. off. But then F,. ,/,(.c) 0. 
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i.e., Ii+;, 2fk(.?)ECn -C ={0} in contradiction to Fk c,fk(.?) f 0. Hence 
f&f) < 0 for I2 = I,..., tn. (6) 
Now assume that fk(.?) f 0 for some k E {m + I*..., tfl + n}. Again a separa- 
tion argument shows that n : = .&(.?).,‘, 7 0 with a suitable T’ E I‘,:‘. 
Define a continuous linear mapping T, such as in (5). The same argument as 
above leads to a contradiction. Hence 
fh(i) = 0 fork = nr + I,..., m + n. (7) 
Relations (6) and (7) imply xyJI’i Fk c.fk(.c) 5 0. Putting T, = ... = 
T,,i+, = 0 in (3) we see x:2,” Tk cfk(.?) .:.: 0, hence ~~~~ pk ;fL(.?) = 0 
because of C n -C = (0). But then it follows easily from the second inequal- 
ity in (3) that d is an optimal solution of (hIP). Q.E.D. 
In the above proof it was not necessary that the linear mappings Tk be 
continuous. Hence, we see immediateI!- 
THEOREM 2. Consider the minimization problem (hIP). Suppose the positive 
cones C, ,..., C,, are closed. Zf (.?, F’, ,..., ?‘,,,+,J is a saddlepoint of qtr. then d is an 
optimal solution of (my. 
Remark. The assumption that Ci, i = I,..., m, is closed was used only to 
guarantee that Ci and a point not belonging to Cj can be strictly separated 
by a hyerplane. The esistence of such a hyperplane is also guaranteed, when 
Ci is algebraically closed and has a nonempty core (see [3, Sect. 17, 5, (2)]). 
Hence, a purely algebraic xpersion of Theorem 2 holds that does not require 
any topological concept for the underlying spaces. 
3. SYSTEMS OF Comm INEQUALATIES AND LINUR EQUATIONS I 
In this and the following section we treat finite systems of convex inequal- 
ities and linear equations stemming from the functions f, fi ,...,frsCn of our 
minimization problem (hIP). In Section 3 the algebraic point of view is 
emphasized and in Section 4 the topological one. 
As always with systems of “nonstrict” convex inequalities a ronstraint 
qualification is required. \\‘e choose the following one, which is closel) 
related to LJzawa’s constraint qualification (see Sect. 4): 
There exists an .V E D, a nei,olrborhood 1’ of the origin in S and 
elements C, :‘. 0 in Jvi , i = I...., m, such that .V + L: C D, 
f;(.\: + x) .< -fifor all s E Cf and i = I,..., m, andf,,+j(.v) = 0 
for j = I,..., n. 
(8) 
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In the absence of linear equation s, that is. for II = 0, a weaker constraint 
qualification will work: 
Thee exists an .\: E D such that Jl(.c) ‘I. 0 for i :- I..... ni. (9) 
The constraint qualification (9) is a direct generalization of Slater’s constraint 
qualification (see, for instance, [I, p. 341). 
In the proof of the theorem below we will make use of the following 
generalization of the analytical form of the Hahn-Banach theorem (see [5, 
Chap. II. ?l]j: 
LEIWA I. Suppose that p is a mapping from a real .z*ector spuce F into an 
order complete vector lattice G. such that 
p(s, + AL) .-I p&VI) + p(.tL). p(A+) = Ap(.Yl) (lo! 
for all s, , .s2 E F and all nonnegative real A. If T,, is a linear mapping dt$ned on a 
linear subspace 31 of F with range in G such that Twv .:L p(s) for all s E JI, then 
T,, can be estended to a linear nrappin g T of F into G such that TX .. p(x) for 
all s E F. 
RIappings satisfying (IO) are called sublinear. An important consequence of 
Lemma I is the fact that every sublinear mapping of F into G majorizes at 
least one linear mapping of F into G. 
LEhlhlA 2. Suppose that p is a sublinear mapping of a real vector space F 
into an order complete vector lattice G. Then there esists a linear mapping T of F 
into G sue-f~ thot Ts :..I p(x)for all s E F. 
It will be convenient to have a somewhat simplified notation for the proof 
of the following theorem. Let II’ denote the product space nyl, I’, under its 
canonical ordering determined by the positive cone K = ny:, C,; i.e., we 
have 
(yl ,.... .v,,,) C” (?), ,...,I,,.) if .\‘, .-‘-I t for i = I ,..., tll. 
Furthermore, let Z denote the product space ny=, I-,,,+, and R the subspace 
l-I;“=, R,,,, of Z, where R,,,+j is the range f,,,+,(.\J of f,,,+i in Y,,,,, . Then 
defne functions h and 1 b! 
/J(.y) = (f,(.~),...,f,,~(.~), for all .S E n dom(f;), 
,e, 
I(.\) = (j,,,+,(.s,,..../;.,+,,(\j) for all .v E .V. 
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Obviously, h : (IrS, dom(fi) -+ IV is a convex function and I: A’- Z is a 
linear function with range R in Z. 
\F’e can now establish the main result of this section. It should be noted 
that the order completeness of EV is not needed for the trivial direction “(b) 
implies (a)“. 
THEOREM 3. Letf, fi ,..., f,,,+,l be the functions of the minimi,-atiorl problem 
(RIP). Consider the propositions: 
(a) j(x) : 0 whenewr f,(x) < 0, i = I ,..., m, arrd f,,!+,(s) = 0, 
j = l,..., II, for s E D, 
(b) There exists T, EL, , k = l,..., m + N, T, positiz’e for k = 1 ,..., m, 
surh that f(x) + ~,?ln T,. ,: f,(x) 3% 0 for all s E D. 
The follozcirg hold: 
(i) (b) implies (a). 
(ii) (a) implies (b) provided constraint qualification (8) is met. 
(iii) If N = 0 (that is, in the absence of linear equations), then (a) 
implies (b), prozided constraint quahjication (9) is met. 
Proof. (i) That (b) implies (a) is obvious. 
(ii) Now suppose that (a) holds. Define Ii’, Z, R, h and 1 as above and 
consider in the product space IV x R ;: I- the set 
.4 = {(w, r, y) 1 w ‘2 h(s), r = I(s) and j’ .z f (s) for some .r E Dj. (11) 
Since f and 11 are convex and I is linear, -4 is a convex set. Hence 
B = {X(rc, r, y) 1 (a?, r, -11) E -4, A a nonnegative real number} (11) 
is a convex cone of vcrtes 0 in If’ :.: R .q I’; i.e., B + B C B and ABC B 
for all nonnegative real A. IVith the help of B we will construct a sublinear 
mapping p of II’ x R into I-. To this end define for (w, r) E II’ s R the set 
SW,, = {y E 1’ 1 (w, r, y) E B). (13) 
IVe will show that each S,,, is nonempty and order-bounded from below. 
To do this consider some fixed (w, I) E Ii’ x R. Then r = I(.r,) for some 
x1 E X. Choose ?, U and k = (E, ,..., E,,) such as in (8). Since the neighborhood 
U and K - {kj are absorbing sets in X and W (k is an interior point of K, if 
U’is endowed with the product topology), there is a positive real A such that 
Ax, E Lr and Aw E K - (k}. It follows that 
.F + Xv, E D, h(n + Ax,) < -k z-’ Xw, I(.? + Ax,) = Ar; 
.j.,,.. I - for all (:c, r 1 e II’ R. ( 14) 
Further note that, since B is a cont. 
\Vhen (0, 0, -rj G II’ R 1~. ~9 = 0, belongs to B. then (0. 0. (I :A) ~9 F .J 
for some positive real A and the definition of .J implies 
I(S,) = 0 and .f(s,) ( I :‘A) >’ for some s, E D. 
It follows from (a) that y 0; hence 
s, , ( , c C’. (I(i) 
NOM let (ZC. rj t II’ R be given. Choose an! J in .S-U,,-,.; this can be 
done by (14). Because of (I 5) and (16) WC have for all J E S,,.,,. 
i.e., --v is a lower bound for S,,.,, . Hence the definition 
makes sense, as I- is an order complete vector lattice. 
For each positi\.e real A the identity- .\B = B implies ,\p(u’, r) = 
inf{Aj* 1 (w. r, ~1) E B’: = inf{,\jq 1 (.\nr, .\r, ,\y) E B; = p(Anc, Ar). Together with 
~(0. 0) = 0 this shows p(Aw, ,\rj = Ap(ze. r) for all (ze, r) E II’ . . R and 
all nonnegatke real A. Furthermore, it follow from (15) that for 
(U’J , r,) E II’ :X R. i = I, 2, 
p(Wl + ‘ii’? , r1 + r2 J - w\‘1 + -\‘T for all .vr E S,,.,.,, and ~9~ E SW?.,.,,  
and thus 
Hence p is a sublinear mapping of the real vector space If’ ,’ R into the 
order complete vector lattice I’. and Lemma 2 asserts that there is a linear 
mapping T of Ii’ R into 1. such that 
-T(w, Y) 1 p(w. r) for all (EC, r) E II’ :< R. i.17) 
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As f(x) E Sh(I)+k,l(,.) for all s E D and k E K one gets j(x) + T(h(s) + k, 
f(s)) S:: 0 or 
j(s) + T”‘(h(s) + k) c W(f(s)) I.’ 0 for all s t D. R E A-; (18) 
here T has been decomposed in a canonical way into the sum of two linear 
mappings T(l) and FfL’I, where P’ maps 11. into I- and Fizl maps R into I, 
In the same way T”’ ‘and ?il?’ can be decomposed into the sum of linear 
mappings T,: 1, 4 I, i = I ,..., WI, and linear mappings F,,,+,: R,,,+;+ I, 
j = I,..., n. Denote by T,,,+, -j = I, . . . . II, an\ linear estension of F,,.,, to the 
whole space I-,, +I . Then inequalit!- (18) becomes 
,,I 
f(s) + x (Ti ‘:fi(.v) + 7’s~)) + i T,,,+, -fm+,(\) :’ 0 (19) 
c=l j-1 
for all .x E D and ci e C’, , i = I ,.... NI. 
There remains only to show that Tj is positive for i = I ,..., m. To see this, 
fix some i, put s = .\; and C, = 0 for j - i. Then (19) says 
n(T,c,) = T,(nc,) : -j(s) - x T; ,:fi(.v) for all natural II 
r=, 
and, as Iv is Archimedean ordered, 
T;c; ;;: 0 for c; E Ci 
(iii) In the absence of linear equations replace definitions (II) to (13) 
b!- .-I = [(w, y) E IP x Iv 1 w >-. h(x), .\’ 1‘:: f(.r), for some .r E Di, B = 
&<,, h-f, S,,, = ly E I‘ 1 (m, 1’) E B), etc. Now, the constraint qualification (8) 
was needed only for the proof of (14) and it is easily verified that the corre- 
sponding statement 
s,,. ” G t-or all fc E II . 
holds, provided constraint qualification (9) is met. Q.E.D. 
The above theorem is well known in the literature for the case that S is a 
finite-dimensional Euclidean space and IS and Iwk are the one-dimensional 
Euclidean space (see, for instance, [IO, Theorem 6.10.71); in this special case 
Theorem 3 is essentially a separation theorem. saying that in the Euclidean 
space En1 >' En Y EL the origin and the convex set A can be separated by a 
hyperplane with normal vector (ti ,.... t,,,,,, , I), where the real numbers tj are 
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nonnegative for i = I,..., m. In g~rwral, the following geometric interpretation 
is possible for Theorem 3. The origin of II’ Z I- and the convex set .4 
can be “separated” by a subspacc 
of II’ ‘. Z ,’ 1.; ix.. we have 
11, fli 
x T,.v,+ZJ .O forall(jv, ,..., j’,,,+,( ,F)E-~; 
1. = I 
here T, EL, for k = I,..., m + 11, T, is positive for k = I ,..., m, and I is the 
identity operator. 
Remark. X closer inspection of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that 
constraint qualifications (8) and (9) can be replaced by the weaker (mere11 
algebraic) conditions: 
There exists (IN .(: E D, a subset c! of A’ and elenwnts fi > 0 in 
1.; , i = I . . . . . nr, such that .f + (‘C D, 1’ absorhs ever? 
s E lin D, K - I(?, . . . . . I;,,,)} nbsorbs ewr\ 
f,(.C + x) _: -Ci for m/l s E .!’ Rllli i = I,..., m, and 
f,,,+j(sj = 0 jorj L I . . . . . II. 
There esists a11 .c E D surh that K + {/I(.\:): (absorbs ee?erJ 
FL’ E lin(h(x) + k / .V E D, k c Kt. (9’) 
Here “lin” denotes the linear hull operation; furthermore, &’ is said to 
absorb .Y E tin D if there esists a real positive A,, such that Ax E I’ whenever 
j A 1 -< A0 Constraint qualification (8’) guarantees that S,,.,, G ,:I for all 
(nc, r) E .I1 : = Iin((h(s) + k, I(sj) 1 s E D, k E KJ (proof similar to the proof 
of (14)). Hence p can be defined on the subspace 211 of II’ 5: R and (17) holds 
for all (ec, r) E .II and a suitable linear T: Ji-+ I-. Let T be any linear 
extension of T to the whole space II’ / R. Then the rest follows as in the 
above proof. In the absence of linear equations (9’) implies that S, f :I’ 
for att w E lin{h(x) + k 1 .r E D, k E K); again, the rest is obvious. With (8) 
and (9) replaced by (8’) and (9’), a purely algebraic version of Theorem 3 
holds that does not require any topological concept for the underlying spaces. 
It should be noted that (8’) and (9’) may hold even if the (algebraic or topo- 
logical) interior of D and C; is empty. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3 we get an extension of Farkas’ 
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lemma [2]. It should be noted that our result differs from one given by Ritter 
[6, Lemma (4.1)]; we do not require that the considered mappings be con- 
tinuous, that 1’ be a reflexive Banach space, etc. 
COROLLARY OF THEOREM 3. Let F be a linear mapping of A into I-and let 
F, be linear mappings of X into Ivi , i = I,..., vl. Suppose F,.c > 0, i = l,..., 111, 
for some SE .\-. Furthrrmorr, let a E I- and a, E I-, , i = I,.... tn. Then 
FJ > a, for i = I ,..., 111 implies 
if and only if there are positke linear mappings Ti of Iwi into I’, i = I,..., rn, 
such that 
,,I 
F = x T, c Fi and 
1=I 
gl Tiai > a. 
Proof. Since the “if” part is trivial, let us turn to the “only if” part. 
Consider the conves functions j(.v) = Fs - a and f;(.v) = m, - F2.v, 
i = I,..., m. By hypothesis there is for each iE (I,..., mj a conves symmetric 
neighborhood l’, of the origin in 1, such that F?? + CTi C Ci . For a positive 
A, small enough such that A(-ai) E fl,‘i for i = l,..., nr, we have 
F,.? - Aa, + +C:, C Ci; i.e., Fi(( I;.\) .v) - ai + (I/7,\) I-, C C, and thus 
fi((l/h)2) + (l/IA) Ir,C -C,, i.e., 
fi(( I/A) .v) < 0 for i = I,..., 712. 
Hence it follows from Theorem 3 that with suitable positive linear mappings 
Ti of Jvi into I* 
(F+ f T,c.(-F,))s>a - f T,ai foral1.vE.Y. 
i=l ‘=1 
Trivially, xy=l Tiai > a. Furthermore, one has for fixed .r E S and all 
natural n, 
Vi 
N F + C T, c (-Fi) 
1=1 
F + 2 T, D (--F,)) (nx) > a - f T,ai 
1=I i=l 
and, since I’ is Archimedean ordered, 
F + f T, 0 (-F,)) x > 0 
1=1 
for all X E S. 
This proves the assertion. 
Let us ask under which additional assumptions it suffices to consider onl! 
continuous linear mappings T, in Theorem 3. To do this \ve impose a restric- 
tion on I-. which relates the order structure and the topological structure of 1.. 
IVe demand that there exists a base of neighborhoods Iv of the origin in Iv 
such that 
r- =(I-+ c)n(l-- C’). (JO) 
A positive cone satisfy-ing (20) is said to be a normal cone (see, for instance, 
Fl). 
Below. \\e will see that the positive mappings T, ,..., T,,, from inequalit! 
(19) are continuous, if I- is ordered b!- a normal cone. To guarantee the 
continuity of T,,,+l . . . . . T,.,,,, 
instance ihat .f,fi ,...,. f,,;+,I 
some further assumptions have to be made. for 
are continuous at a point .F, for which constraint 
qualification (8) is met. Let us note that for continuous functions (8) can be 
weakened: 
There exis/s an s E D, at which f, fi ,..., f,,,+,, are continuous, such that 
fJ.F) <:: 0, i = I ,...( nr, and f,,,+,(S) = 0, j = I ,..., ?I. (21) 
In fact. choose for each iE ::I,..., n/i a conves neighborhood I-, of the 
origin in I, such that fi(.?) + 2 J wi C - c’, and then choose a neighborhood (. 
of the origin in .V such that s f C-C D and f,(.\: + I’) C f,(s) + 1, for all i. 
This is possible since f, f, ,..... f,,, are continuous at .\‘. \Ve get 
.f,(.\; + I-) + I, c.fj(.q + I-, + r, =ft(.q + 2rx 4,. 
and thusf,(.c + x) _ --c, for all s G [[and i = I ,..., vl, where ?, E I, n int c’, . 
Hence (8) holds whenever (21) holds. 
constraint qualification (21) is an estension of Lizawa’s constraint quali- 
fication (see, for instance, [I, p. 351). 
THEOREM 4. Consider Theorem 3 and its eoroilarjm. 
(i) Suppose the positive cone C of I* is normal. Then it sufices to consider 
on!)- conlinuous positive linear mappings T, ,..., T,,, in Theorem 3 and its 
corol1ar-y. 
(ii) Suppose C is normal, .Y, Iwn,+l ,..., I,,,,,, are complete metrizable 
spaces and the constraint qualification (21) is met. ~l~oreover, suppose that for 
each J’ E { I ,..., n) either the range R,,,,, off,,,+, is equal lo I’,,,,, or R,,,,, is a 
c.losrd subspace qf I*,,.+, mnti Iv,..+, is a Hilbert space. Then it s@ces to consider 
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on!v continuous positive linear mappings Tl ,..., T,,, and continuous linear 
mappings T,,,,I ,.. . , T,,,+,, in Theorem 3. 
Proof. (i) Let 1. be a given neighborhood of the origin in I’. Since C 
is a normal cone we may assume I7 = (I* + C) n (I' - C). Now let 
iE{l...., MI;, and cI an interior point of Ci , i.e.. ci + li C Cj with a suitable 
symmetric neighborhood I’ of the origin in IVi. As Ti is positive, one has 
Ti(Ci + IT)C c, and, if h 5.. 0, is such that &AT,c, E 1, 
T,(XL:) = T,(ALr) n Ti(-AI;) 
C(-AT,c, + C)n(ATic, - C)C(I-+ C)n(l'- C) = IL 
(ii) \Ve use the same terminology as in the proof of Theorem 3 and 
suppose that Z = ny=, I-,,,,, is endowed with the product topology. From 
inequality (18) we get for all .F E .Y such that .f + s E D 
By hypothesis and by what is already known about T, ,..., T,,, the mapping 
q(s) = -T”’ ,3 /I(S + s) - f(.~ + s) I= - x::“, Tj 0 fi(“? + s) - f (.? + x) is 
continuous at s = 0. Now, let I’ be a given neighborhood of the origin in I’. 
By h!-pothesis we may assume Iv =(I'+ C)n(l*- C) and, as 1,’ is a 
topological vector space, I’ = - I- and 1-1 IV + II’ with a suitable neigh- 
borhood IF of the origin in I’. Now choose a positive X small enough such 
that Xq(0) E II’and hereafter select a symmetric neighborhood II of the origin 
in .Y such that s + L,’ C D and q( L:) C q(0) + (I I,\) Ii’. Then q(L:) C 
(l/X) lI’+ (I!,\) II’C(.l!h) [‘and by (22) 
and thus 
As the finite topological product of complete metrizable spaces, the space Z is 
complete metrizable as well [8, Chap. II, 3.8, Theorem 21. Furthermore, b! 
hypothesis, I is a continuous linear mapping of A’ into Z with closed range R 
in Z. It follows from Banach’s Homomorphism Theorem (see, for instance, 
[8, Chap. III, 2.1, Corollary I]) that /(AL’) is a neighborhood of the origin in 
R, i.e., T(z) maps R continuously into 1.. Obviously, the decomposition of 
T(Z) gives us continuous linear mappings TP,ti+i, j = I,..., n, of R,,,+j into I’ 
(here R,,+j is endowed with the topology induced by I’,,,+,). If R,,,+j = Y,,+j 
then T,,i+j = p,,j+j E Yrrr+j. If R,,, is a (proper) subspace of I’,,,,, then 
T 7h +I = F,,,+i o P E z,,+/ , \ihere P denotes the orthogonal prcjection of the 
Hilbert space l’,,,+; onto its closed subspace R,,,,, . 
5. NECESSITY OF .I SADDLE POINT 
It is now easy to demonstrate that the esistence of an optimal solution of 
our minimization problem (RIP) ensures the existence of a saddle point for 
the associated Lagrangian function (br. or 4,; , respectively. 
THEOREM 5. Consider the minimization problem (iIIP). If .t is an optimal 
solution of (nIP) then there exists a saddle point (.?, ?‘l ,..., T,,,+.) of aL , provided 
constraint qualification (8) (respectifte!18, (9). if n = 0) is met. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 there exists pk EL,. , k = I ,.... nr + n, with Tk 
positive for k = I,.... m such that 
‘& i;, ,: fJ.v) $- (f(r) - f(.?)) -3, 0 for all s E D. 
Putting AA = S we see xy:: T, -, fJ.?) ..:: 0, hence x.;I’T: Tk 2 fk(.?) == 0, since 
fJ.?) < 0, i = I ,..., m, and f,,;+;(.f) == 0,j = I,..., 11, for an optimal solution 2. 
This shows 
for all .v E D, Tk E Lk , R = I ,..., m + n, and Tk positive for k = I ,..., nr. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. See Remark after Theorem 3. Theorem 5 is the counterpart of 
Theorem 2. As the counterpart of Theorem I we get from Theorem 4: 
THEOREM 6. Consider the minimization problem (NIP). Suppose the positiz’e 
cone of I’ is normal. Suppose .Y, l*,,,+1 ,..., I.,,,,, are complete metrizable spaces 
andfor each jg { I ,..., n) either the range R,,+j off,,,+j is equal to I,,,+j or R,,,,; is a 
closed subspace of Iv,,,,j and I-,,,,, is a Hilbert space. If .? is an optimal solution of 
(hIP), then there exists a saddle point (a, T;, ,..., T’,,,,) of +Ip , provided con- 
straint qualification (21) is met. 
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